OUTSTANDING PRODUCTION DESIGN FOR A NARRATIVE CONTEMPORARY OR FANTASY PROGRAM (ONE HOUR OR MORE)

THE HANDMAID'S TALE
OFFRED (PILOT) • HULU
JULIE BERGHOFF, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
EVAN WEBBER, ART DIRECTOR
SOPHIE NEUDORFER, SET DECORATOR

PENNY DREADFUL
PERPETUAL NIGHT • THE BLESSED DARK • SHOWTIME
JONATHAN MCKINSTRY, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
JO RIDDELL, ART DIRECTOR
PHILIP MURPHY SDSA, SET DECORATOR

WESTWORLD
THE BICAMERAL MIND • HBO
ZACK GROBLER, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
STEVE CHRISTENSEN, ART DIRECTOR
JULIE OCHIPINTI, SET DECORATOR

WESTWORLD
THE ORIGINAL • HBO
NATHAN CROWLEY, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
NAAMAN MARSHALL, ART DIRECTOR
JULIE OCHIPINTI, SET DECORATOR

THE YOUNG POPE
HBO
LUDOVICA FERRARIO, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
ALEXANDRO MARIA SANTUCCI, ART DIRECTOR
LAURA CASALINI, SET DECORATOR
OUTSTANDING PRODUCTION DESIGN FOR A NARRATIVE PERIOD PROGRAM (ONE HOUR OR MORE)

THE CROWN
SMOKE AD MIRRORS • NETFLIX
MARTIN CHILDS, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
MARK RAGGETT, ART DIRECTOR
CELIA BOBAK SDSA, SET DECORATOR

FEUD: BETTE AND JOAN
FX NETWORKS
JUDY BECKER, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
JAMIE MCCALL, ART DIRECTOR
FLORENCIA MARTIN SDSA, SET DECORATOR

THE MAN IN THE HIGH CASTLE
THE TIGERS CAVE • AMAZON
DREW BOUGHTON, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
DAWN SWIDERSKI, ART DIRECTOR
JON LANCASTER, SET DECORATOR

MASTERS OF SEX
FREEFALL • INVENTORY • THE PLEASURE PROTOCOL • SHOWTIME
ELIZABETH H. GRAY, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
SAMANTHA ENGLENDER, ART DIRECTOR
HALINA SIWOLOP SDSA, SET DECORATOR

STRANGER THINGS
CHAPTER ONE: THE VANISHING OF WILL BYERS • NETFLIX
CHRIS TRUJILLO, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
WILLIAM DAVIS, ART DIRECTOR
JESS ROYAL, SET DECORATOR
OUTSTANDING PRODUCTION DESIGN FOR A NARRATIVE PROGRAM (HALF-HOUR OR LESS)

THE BIG BANG THEORY
THE DEPENDENCE TRANSCENDENCE • CBS
JOHN SHAFFNER, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
FRANCOISE CHERRY-COHEN, ART DIRECTOR
ANN SHEA SDSA, SET DECORATOR

GRACE AND FRANKIE
THE BURGLARY • THE GUN • NETFLIX
DEVORAH HERBERT, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
BEN EDELBerg, ART DIRECTOR
CHRISTOPHER CARLSON, SET DECORATOR

MOZART IN THE JUNGLE
NOW I WILL SING • AMAZON
TOMMASO ORTINO, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
SUSANNA CODOGNATO, ART DIRECTOR
LETIZIA SANTUCCI SDSA, SET DECORATOR

SILICON VALLEY
SUCCESS FAILURE • TERMS OF SERVICE • HOOLI-CON • HBO
RICHARD TOYON, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
JACLYN HAUSER, ART DIRECTOR
JENNIFER MUELLER SDSA, SET DECORATOR

TRANSPARENT
IF I WERE A BELL • AMAZON
CAT SMITH, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
MACIE VENER, ART DIRECTOR
DEA JENSEN SDSA, SET DECORATOR

VEEP
OMAHA • HBO
JIM GLOSTER, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
ANDREW LEITCH, ART DIRECTOR
KIMBERLY WANNOP SDSA, SET DECORATOR
OUTSTANDING PRODUCTION DESIGN FOR
A VARIETY, NONFICTION, REALITY OR
REALITY-COMPETITION SERIES - 2016

BILL NYE SAVES THE WORLD
EARTH IS A HOT MESS • NETFLIX
JAMES PEARSE CONNELLY SDSA, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
LYDIA SMYTH, ART DIRECTOR
STEPHANIE HINES TRIGG, SET DECORATOR

DRUNK HISTORY
HAMILTON • COMEDY CENTRAL
CHLOE ARBITURE, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
MONICA SOTO, ART DIRECTOR
RAE DESLICH, SET DECORATOR

PORTLANDIA
FRED’S CELL PHONE COMPANY • IFC
SCHUYLER TELLEEN, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
KATHERINE ISOM, SET DECORATOR

SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
HOST: ALEC BALDWIN • NBC
EUGENE LEE, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
AKIRA YOSHIMURA, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
KEITH IAN RAYWOOD, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
N. JOSEPH DETULLIO, PRODUCTION DESIGNER

THE VOICE
LIVE FINALE, PART 1 • NBC
ANTON GOSS, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
JAMES PEARSE CONNELLY SDSA, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
ZEYA MAURER, ART DIRECTOR
BRITTANY MACWHORTER, ART DIRECTOR
STEPHANIE HINES, SET DECORATOR
OUTSTANDING PRODUCTION DESIGN FOR A VARIETY, NONFICTION, EVENT OR AWARD SPECIAL

FULL FRONTAL WITH SAMANTHA BEE PRESENTS NOT THE WHITE HOUSE CORRESPONDENTS’ DINNER
TBS
JOHN YECK, PRODUCTION DESIGNER

74TH ANNUAL GOLDEN GLOBES
NBC
BRIAN STONESTREET PRODUCTION DESIGNER
JOHN ZUIKER, ART DIRECTOR

HAIRSPRAY: LIVE!
NBC
DEREK MCLANE, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
JOE CELLI, ART DIRECTOR
JASON HOWARD SDSA, SET DECORATOR

THE OSCARS
ABC • THE ACADEMY OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS AND SCIENCES
DEREK MCLANE, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
ALANA BILLINGSLEY, ART DIRECTOR

SUPER BOWL LI HALFTIME SHOW STARRING LADY GAGA
FOX
BRUCE RODGERS, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
LEROY BENNETT, PRODUCTION DESIGNER
SHELLEY RODGERS, ART DIRECTOR
LINDSEY BRESLAUER, ART DIRECTOR